Homework Assignment #9

(as email due: Thursday, March 8, 8:00 am)
For questions 1.– 3. “done” is a fine answer.

1. **Program for Main Project:** Next task for your main project is to start writing the program for your project. Wednesday, March 21, 5 pm will be due the first version of the core of your program. To write your program use your flow chart (which was due today, March 6). Use your flow chart also to decide how to chop up your main project programming task into smaller programming tasks. (I do not need to see an answer to this assignment, but you should work steadily on this task. This task will take you more than there are hours in one night, so keep working on this.)

2. **Individual Meetings** To guarantee you help with any “devil in the detail” problems, each one of you may meet with me individually. Please sign-up on our Sign-Up Sheet on our course webpage. For your meeting bring your flow chart and notes of all work you started for your program.

3. **Traffic Flow** Read carefully §III section up to §III B of the handed out traffic flow paper.

4. **Comments:** Comments are always welcome.